INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR VALANCES

Inside Frame Mount Installation

Secure the valance directly to the top of the window or area where you will install the brackets. Use flat head screws to hold it in place. Do not install screws less than 3 inches from each edge. Be sure the mounting base is secure and the valance will remain in place. Do not over tighten!

Once the valance has been secured, install the shade brackets about center directly through the valance. Be sure the brackets are screwed into a firm base and will not pull out under the load. This secures the valance to the top of the window.

Follow installation instructions packed with shades.

Outside Mount Installation

Flat Aluminum Brackets.
Install the shade brackets first following installation instructions. If the top of the shade will be equal to the top of the window opening use the flat brackets. Install with adhesive tape side facing up. Bracket should extend beyond the window opening about 2.5 inches. If required, assemble the returns (the two end pieces.)

Install the shade into its brackets. Remove cover from adhesive strips and press the valance into place.

Angle Brackets
Use if the valance will be installed higher than the top of the window. Install the shade brackets first following installation instructions. Place the shade into the brackets but do not remove the wrapper. Mark the top of the shade. Remove shade from brackets. Mount two or three angle irons (these need to be purchased from the hardware store) to the wall about _ inch above the top of the marks you have made for the top of the shade. The foam adhesive side is facing up.

Put the shade back in the brackets and operate it. Confirm that it’s rolling correctly and does not pull to one side. If this is a problem, follow the instructions to correct the shade roll, taking care the edges of the shade material are not damaged.

If returns (two end pieces) are required assemble to the valance. Remove liner that is covering the adhesive and then position the valance and press down.